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NORTH TO NORTH - WOMEN AS AGENTS OF CHANGE
Women's political participation and economic independency are vital in maintaining and developing a stable and successful society. Within the context of recent events taking place in North Africa, The 1325 Network Finland, The Finnish
Committee for European Security (STETE) and NYTKIS, The Coalition of Finnish
Women’s Associations, organised on the 29th September 2011 a comparative
conference on women’s empowerment in North African and the Nordic countries at The House of the Estates in Helsinki. The conference brought together
over a hundred participants ranging from members of civil society and academia
to representatives of international organizations and government officials. The
purpose of the event was to share ideas and experiences, as well as facilitate the
efforts to empower women in the two "Norths".

Minister Henna Virkkunen welcomed everyone to the event to learn and to seek solutions to
make the world a better place. She pointed out
that despite many steps ahead, work remains to
be done in order to reach true equality in Finland. The so-called glass ceiling in the workplaces,
the fact that parental leave is still mainly utilised

Education is a vital agent of change, as it promotes critical thinking and empowers the individual to question his or her surroundings. Two
thirds of the illiterate in the world are women.
Schooling acts as a strong buffer against abuse, and there have been clear improvements
on the living standards of women and children
when funds have been allocated to the education of women. Poverty is not only lack of money,
but lack of education as well. When addressing
these challenges, cooperation is essential, and,
as the chairperson of NYTKIS, Minister Virkkunen
used the organisation as an example on how women can work together for a common cause, which
in NYTKIS’ case is fairness and justice in society.
Women’s rights are human rights. Therefore, only a
democratic society, a society where everyone is included, is a peaceful one, Minister Virkkunen summed up.

Henna Virkkunen, Minister of Public Administration and Local Government. Picture: Matti Porre

by women and the income gaps between
men and women are all examples of this.
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Women as agents for peace and
sustainability

”Women form half of the
world’s population, and no
society can prosper unless
women are actively involved
within it.”
-Tarja Halonen

President Tarja Halonen, in the opening speech of
the conference, pointed out that women are too
often seen mainly as victims or objects. In fact, women are a true source of strength, and they have a
vital role to play in bringing about change all over
the world, as has lately been seen in Northern Africa. The role of women has become integrated
into the mainstream dialogue in the United Nations (UN), and recently more women have been
appointed to key positions within the organisation. UN Women is an important agent in giving wo- What comes to Northern Africa and the Middle
men and girls a stronger and more unified voice. East, in 2011 women have actively participated in
the political protests for social justice and equaThe status of women worldwide has clearly impro- lity. Women and men have marched together for
ved, but there is still an enormous amount of work a better future for themselves and for the fututo be done. Too many women are still living in po- re generations. It is important that they continue
verty and without full human rights, and violence to participate side by side in building a democratic
against women is widespread. UN Security Coun- society. Without gender equality and women’s emcil Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security powerment, we cannot achieve economically, eco(2000) has set forth new criteria for viewing conflicts logically and socially sustainable development. By
and peace-processes by promoting the protection working together and supporting each other, we
and inclusion of women. Its implementation, ho- can make the role of women more visible and enwever, requires hard work, and the active role of chance equality, encouraged President Halonen.
women in crisis prevention needs to be enhanced.
Women form half of the world’s population, and no
society can prosper unless women are actively involved within it. The World Economic Forum recognizes
girls’ education as one of the most effective means
to improve the economies of developing countries.
The full participation of women in society and in
economic life is not only right in terms of equality,
but it also improves competitiveness. In addition,
women’s equal participation in society is an inherent
requirement of democracy everywhere, as well as a
key factor in saving the Earth for future generations.
Besides increasing women’s influence, education
is also a condition for fighting population growth.
In Finland, gender equality and mainstreaming
gender issues in all government policies is an important goal of the Government Programme. Yet
Finland is far from being perfect. As in many other
countries, violence against women continues to
prevail. Furthermore, the labour market is divided
into jobs for men and women, and combining work
and family is proving challenging in many ways.
2
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High Level Panel
Chair: Journalist Leena Reikko
	Lilia Labidi – Minister of Women affairs, Tunisia
Professor Helena Ranta
Chairperson, National Committee for UN Women in Finland
Professor Tuomo Melasuo
Research Director, Tampere Peace Research Institute

In their presentations Minister Lilia Labidi and Professor Tuomo Melasuo emphasized the importance of historical reflection in the process of bringing
about democratic reforms. Professor Helena Ranta
highlighted the contribution of women to the building of a modern and prosperous Finland. She also
pointed out that there is no readymade package for
democracy – each country has to find its own way.
And change, however it is brought about, takes time.

The history of Tunisian
feminism
Tunisian Minister of Women Affairs, Lilia Labidi,
saw Finland as an example in women’s involvement
in politics. Finland has a female president and nearly
50 percent of government positions are held by women, with a similar ratio in the parliament, as well.
In her presentation, Minister Labidi traced the history of feminism in Tunisia and the Arab world, linking the events with progress elsewhere. Women
played an important role from the very beginning
of the “Arab Spring”, following a long history of high
profile women activists since the 19th Century. In
1860 the first public school for girls was opened in
Turkey and in 1908 in Tunisia respectively. The first
Tunisian women’s public meeting was held a
few decades later, and the first women’s rights
organisation, the Office of Muslim Union of Tunisian Women, was founded in 1936.
Tunisian feminist activism had to overcome two historical barriers: the colonial and the authoritarian
regimes of Zine El Abidine Ben Ali. In 1881, Tunisia
was occupied by France, and this ended the deve3

lopment of women’s rights. Throughout the 1950s
women participated in anti-colonial demonstrations
and, at the end of the decade, finally obtained voting
rights in the country. The second barrier appeared
with the authoritarian regime of Ben Ali. In 1991 it
began to marginalise the voice of historical feminist
leaders using the pretext of protecting state security.
Today, Tunisian women do not want to miss their
role in history. Many of them are to vote for the first
time in their lives in 2011. After the revolution Tunisia has ratified several international human rights
conventions. Also, as a first country in the region,
Tunisia abolished all discrimination against women
in politics. It is very important to know one’s own
history and the global facts that happened at the
same time; in addition, it is the task of history writing and of journalism to make the work and struggle
of these women visible, Minister Labidi concluded.

Change does not come over night
Professor Helena Ranta, referring to Minister Labidi’s
presentation, remarked that the world does not know
enough about the history of the sub-Mediterranean
countries. It would be very important to understand
the history now that there is will to help reconstruct
the societies after the conflicts. Moreover, it

President Halonen and Minister Labidi. Picture: Matti Porre

should be understood that the values of Western democracy cannot be directly implemented
to the Arab nations, but the process has to be carefully and individually crafted for each country.

Woman power in North Africa

Women have played an important role in building
the Finnish welfare state. Finnish women and men
got full political rights in 1906, and ever since there
has been a strong tradition of women’s organisations
collaborating very pragmatically on all levels of the
society. Today’s Finland is the result of women participating in the political sector fully and equally with
men. In 1906 Finland was a developing country, and
now it is among the richest in the world. But change does not come overnight, it needs time. Furthermore, the international sphere was very different a
hundred years ago. There were no global actors like
the International Monetary Fund or United Nations.
Finland was given time to build its society, whereas
now we all are more interdependent.

Professor Tuomo Melasuo gave a historical overview on Woman Power in North Africa. He claimed
to have become certain over the years that the future of North Africa lies in the hands of women.

The role of electoral systems should not be forgotten, and multiparty systems enhance the election of women. Finland has achieved, without the
help of any quotas, a rather unique situation where nearly half of the parliament consists of women.
Newsweek-magazine has recently nominated Finland as the champion of political participation of women, for two reasons:
Finland was the first
country in the world to
give full political rights
to women, and women
take up half of the cabinet. In a new democracy multiple parties are
needed to challenge
each other, and the parties need strong public
figures, also women.

There are no traces in the archives and records
about the history of women in the North African
countries. Neither of many men for that matter,
apart from some noble men. Individual people simply did not really “exist” in earlier times. In Finland,
as a contrast, births, communions, marriages and
deaths were recorded in the church books. In the
Mediterranean only
criminal
records
were kept, and therefore mainly criminals left traces to
the region’s history
in the medieval and
early modern times.

”Today, Tunisian women do
not want to miss their role
in history. Many of them are
to vote for the first time in
their lives in 2011.”
-Lilia Labidi

Colonial epoch tells
more. In Algeria,
women lost the property they had acIn the Nordic countcumulated over the
ries women’s orgacenturies. After lonisations have collasing their agricultural
borated over the borland, men stayed at
ders, learning from
home unemployed
each other. Now Finand
unproductive.
nish women’s organiAs a consequensations want to supce, men started
Picture: Matti Porre
port active women in
using
women’s
proNorth Africa. Hopefully North African women’s perty to sustain the family, and in this way woorganisations will be active participants in crea- men lost their economic power and social role.
ting new democracies, concluded professor Ranta. However, the situation with Berber women
4

”Today the future is in the hands of the youth, and
technology has made
sharing of information easier. The problems that are
present in Tunisia are also present in France, USA, China
and elsewhere.”

in the country side was more equal because they
were too important a work force to be ignored and thereby got treated equally. For instance, widows had the same rights as men did in the
local councils. Much more attention should be
paid to these local communities also today when
determining the situation of women’s equality.
During
decolonisation,
women’s
organisations were present in North Africa, but not
many individual names have come forward.
Women were important for the independence movements in ensuring that men took part in
them as well. In general, women have played a very
important role in modernizing the society; not least because they tend to pay a great deal of attention to the schooling and education of children.
What comes to migration, the role of women is a
complicated one and has had a two way influence
since the First World War. The war started a mass
immigration to Europe, and women who stayed
behind took responsibility of the family and lands
when men left for Europe. The immigration after
the Second World War created the flow of educated women back and forth across the Mediterranean. In addition, “sisterhoods” worked together around the Mediterranean on modernizing
the Islamic tradition of social communication.

5
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Discussion
The discussion after the High Level Panel started
with a question to Minister Labidi on what are the
biggest challenges for women in the upcoming October elections. Were there party lists and, if so,
how well were women represented on the lists? Minister Labidi’s estimate was that at the time of the
conference only 5 percent of the candidates were
women. Nevertheless, she believed that perhaps
10–15 percent of the new parliamentarians will be
women. Even if in the civil society women have been
excluded for the past 20 years, the political sphere cannot overlook women or discard the progress
made. Parliamentarians will not touch on women’s
rights, as they would not dare to take steps back, stated the minister. The rights will remain the same –
rights which are better for both, men and women.
President Halonen wondered if there is a possibility for women to influence in the October election
in Tunisia by voting for female candidates. She was
also curious as to how can organisations get direct
contacts with the Tunisian civil society to enhance
cooperation. Minister Labidi replied this question by

Lilia Labidi: Picture Matti Porre

stating that the life in the civil society is hard and it
is difficult for women to leave home to actively participate in it. Currently some nongovernmental organisations working in Tunisia actually have more
money than some of the ministries, and this lack
of money hinders effective work by the ministries.
There are contacts between organisations, but what
is needed is an understanding of each other’s history.
Questions about the role of trade unions in restructuring the society, and if there are women in the
trade unions, were then addressed to Minister
Labidi. She answered that trade unions have, indeed, an important role and a long history in Tunisia. The problem is that 40 percent of workers that
are members of these unions are women, but only
1 percent of board members are women. Men organise the meetings which usually take place in the evenings after working hours.

”...women have
played a very
important role
in modernizing the society;
not least because they tend
to pay a great deal of attention to the schooling
and education of children.”

This limits the possibilities of women to participate, as they have children at home to take
care of. When this issue was researched, the women
answered that family is a priority if the meetings
are held in the evenings. Nothing seems to be done
by the leaders of the trade unions to change this.
About the future of women’s rights movements,
Minister Labidi stated that it is important to understand history. Today the future is in the hands of
the youth, and technology has made sharing of information easier. The problems that are present
in Tunisia are also present in France, USA, China
and elsewhere. We have to face the global challenges together, and the South has the right to achieve the same things that the West has achieved.

High Level Panel: Picture: Matti Porre

Leena Reikko. Picture: Anna Nuotio
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SESSION I
Women’s political participation
Chair: Journalist Leena Reikko
Introduction: Johanna Pakkanen – NYTKIS ry
Maj Britt Theorin – Chairperson, Operation 1325, Sweden
Jasmine Roman – Independent activist, Syria
	Marianne Laxén – Chairperson,
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, Finland

The first session of the day dealt with women’s political participation. Secretary General Johanna Pakkanen told about the work of NYTKIS, and chairpersons
Maj Britt Theorin and Marianne Laxén analyzed the
factors that have led to women’s strong political participation in the Nordic Countries; Theorin also touched
upon the equality gaps that still remain. Independent
activist Jasmine Roman emphasized the role of grass
roots in bringing about democracy to a country that
has no democratic traditions. All participants stressed
the importance of women’s access to education and
the value of cooperation between different actors.

Theorin asserted that working for equality is not easy:
one is dealing with values and attitudes that have
been around a long time and, by doing so, attacking
the position of men. Echoing the previous speakers,
she saw a long road ahead even in the Nordic countries’ case, despite all the achievements. She quoted
an encounter from the year 2000, when the Committee of Women´s Affairs in the European Parliament
wanted to write a report on Women and Security,
and the male chair of the Committee of Foreign Affairs stated: “You women should not deal with this.
Don’t you understand that we men fight for you?”

Johanna Pakkanen gave an introduction on
the work of NYTKIS, an umbrella organisation of 11
women’s organisations, including all 8 women’s organisations of the political parties in the Finnish
Parliament. In its operations NYTKIS always aims
for consensus and starts by finding the smallest
common nominator all can agree upon. Pakkanen
presented the main issues that NYTKIS currently works on, which are domestic violence, human
trafficking, prostitution and labour market equality.

Again, the question of time was brought up. Theorin
reminded that it took decades to achieve the current

In her presentation, Maj Britt Theorin emphasized
women’s lack of presence in politics and decision making when it comes to security. She argued that a sustainable peace cannot be built if half of the population
neither is allowed to solve conflicts, nor to mediate
or negotiate peace. From her part, Jasmine Roman
added that also women’s participation in a revoluti
on can be problematic, as revolutions rarely depict society and women seldom are included in the
revolutionary movement. If they are, they often get
dismissed after the movement is over and the time of
rebuilding begins. Yet, women’s rights need to be present from the very beginning when building a society
and constitution – their rights rarely get amended later.
7
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state of equality in the Nordic countries. It is 90 years
since the Swedish women received the right to vote,
but it took almost 70 years before an almost equal position in the parliament was reached. Today, approximately 50 percent of the decision makers in the parliament are women in several of the Nordic countries.
In Sweden, this was achieved by voluntary quotas in
the electoral lists, introduced by the Social Democratic
Party, after hard campaigning by the women’s league

within the party. When one party had
adopted the quotas, other parties
felt obliged to follow suit. Women
A sustainable peace
in the Nordic countries have held
cannot be built if half
important ministries such as foreign
affairs, the labour market departof the population
ment and the juridical department.
neither is allowed to

In those days Theorin herself, with four children, had
to arrange for someone to look
after them while she worked.
But in the 1970s the building of
day care centres for every child
started, and today no one questisolve conflicts, nor to ons this right. Step by step other
Jasmine Roman told that in Syria,
political decisions towards equality
mediate or negotiate
women’s participation in politics
were taken in Sweden. Mother’s
peace.
is 25 percent, of which 90 perleave became parental leave,
- Maj Brit Theorin
cent belong to the ruling party.
but even if the younger men of
According to Roman, the partoday take their share it is still motty uses women as “decorations”
hers who take most of the parental
in an attempt to appear liberal.
leave. Equality here would increase
The Syrian labour market on the other hand is gra- the possibility of men to bond with their children,
dually getting filled with women, especially in Da- which might in the long run have an effect on their
mascus. In this region, women’s participation in will of not starting wars, Theorin contemplated.
politics varies from 0 to
25 percent averaging
Another important step
in around 14 percent.
towards equality in SweIn times of change,
den was the right for
women’s political parwomen to decide about
ticipation cannot be
their own body – in
excluded; democracy
other words the right
cannot be reached witto abortion, and the
hout full representation
proposition that it
of the whole populatishould be forbidden
on, Roman reasoned.
to buy sex. Since many
Having only one main
poor women could not
party creates a probafford what rich wolem
for
democramen did – to pay a
cy, and in Syria thedoctor or to go abMaj Britt Theorin. Picture: Anna Nuotio
re is a distinct need
road to get their aborfor more political parties that include women. tion – they often died trying abortion by using
needles or sticks. Moreover, Theorin and her
In addition, there is a real need for women in de- colleagues did not want to punish the one who
cision making processes as well, as there are none sells sex but the one who buys, the one who has
present at the moment and all the decisions and money and power. Initially the proposiinterpretations of the society are done by men. tion was met with scepticism, but today for
Moreover, democracy is obtained through chan- instance the police are happy with the law which
ging the culture through grass roots slowly and gives them a tool to fight human trafficking.
gradually. Perhaps the real problem is not with dic- Trafficking is, according to statistics, a minor
tators, but within us? As if there would be a small problem in Sweden, as compared to nations witdictator within our minds telling us what to think hout the criminalization of purchasing of sex.
and believe in, Roman challenged the audience.
During the session, the role of strong and indepenTheorin also raised the importance of good dent women was emphasized by all the speakers.
day care. Earlier on in Sweden, the ruling Theorin gave as an example a group of politically
labour men could not really understand the independent Swedish women –scientists, journayounger women’s demand for a place in the lists, economists – who were tired of the inequality
labour market and a fair child care system. in all political parties. They demanded a change, or
8

they would start their own
women´s party. A poll carried out showed that they
could perhaps reach 35 perThe first strong fighters are
cent support. According to
Theorin, this action was a usually not elected themselves,
wake-up call for the male but they are needed to pave way
for those coming
leaders and helped to get
a woman as every second
behind.
person on the party lists.
- Marianne Laxén
Marianne Laxén also stressed the importance of
women’s organisations within political parties. The
first strong fighters are usually not elected themselves, but they are needed to pave way for those
coming
behind.
Change
can
be
brought
about
from
a
position
of
power, and it is these positions that
women need to get to, Laxén maintained.
Jasmine Roman also called for women to be
more selfconfident and to claim their rights. When
preparing for her speech, she had attempted to
research on examples of strong Syrian women, but
found one closer than expected: her mother. Roman
told that in the 1940s her mother had insisted on studying in high school and obtaining a university education. She was also one of the first ones to take off her veil.
The role of education was another crucial factor underlined by the discussants. Law is important, said Maj Britt Theorin, but it is
not enough. One needs to educate on all
levels, both at schools and in the political
parties. Sweden needed a tough debate on equality
to be able to write equality policies that are based on
approved UN documents and are now looked upon as
a model by many countries in the world. Jasmine Roman added that one cannot separate democracy from
education and society. What is more, local context needs to be observed in order to effectively change the mindset of all the people.
Laxén called for more financing for gender
and women’s studies and stressed the importance of a council for gender equality. Too often the male role is still seen as the norm.
One of the most consistent themes of the conferen9

ce was cooperation between
different actors. Laxén raised
the point that cooperation
is needed between the official level and the grass roots.
She believed that the change
for equality is easier on the
local level, as well as in small
countries. This is because in
a smaller context someone
usually knows someone, who
either knows someone or
is a member of parliament.
She also agreed with others
in saying that change requires cooperation beyond party borders.
As an example Laxén gave the work of Women’s
Network of Parliamentarians in Finland. This
is a rare case of cross party political cooperation not present in many other countries.
Jasmine Roman on the other hand reminded
that democracy is a daily practice. It is a lengthy process and obtaining it may take generations. Therefore we need to learn from each other.
Roman also pointed out that if the West wishes to help, it has to approach the Arab
world from an equal stand point. Being
liberal does not mean excluding other people’s opinions at the same time if those opinions do not
correspond with one’s own. Furthermore, highlighting that Arab countries are distinctively individual,
Roman also cautioned that the term “Arab Spring”
can blur the differences, which there are plenty of.
Discussion
A member of the audience expressed a worry that
the Muslims are too often represented in the media
by men. She also had found it difficult, as a Finn and
a woman, to be accepted as liberal while wearing a
hijab in Finland. According to her, there seems to be
double standards in the West regarding single and
childless Muslim women who do not wear a hijab.
Jasmine Roman replied that from her point of view,
there needs to be collaboration and coordination
between women who wear a hijab and those who

”Democracy is a daily

do not. There is also a preset idea
practice.”
and attitude towards a woman
Jasmine Roman claimed that the
-Jasmine Roman
who does not wear it from otSyrian population is very diverse in
terms of their ideas and beliefs, but
her women. There needs to be
a common understanding betsomething also unites them: they
ween these two sides, she continued. Theorin no- do not want foreign armed intervention, they do not
ted that hijabs are often looked upon through a waviolent revolution, nor do they want EU sanctions
cultural bias. Attitudes are grounded in societies that affect only the grass roots that are already suffeand the change needs to start from there, too. ring. She continued to list that there is a high rate of.
unemployment, natural resources are being
According to Roman, there is a lot of violen- depleted, and the Syrians are lacking medicine
ce and oppression going on in Syria, and this Romane’s opinion was also that often the only
is not covered by the international media. media observed by diplomats is the state media
The news coverage is limited, and different versions of of Syria. The diplomats should observe the grasthe same stories appear. Syrians are lost in between sroots, instead, and act upon the situation. Thethese “truths”. At the time of the conference, it was orin questioned this by pointing out that Syriestimated that over 3000 had been killed, 15000 cap- ans leave the West very little to work on. If no
tured and tortured and many more were missing. intervention, sanctions or influencing of any kind
is allowed, what is there left for the West to do?

Picture: Matti Porre
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II SESSION – WOMEN AND PEACE
MEDIATION
Chair & introduction: Terhi Nieminen-Mäkynen, Chairperson, 1325 Network Finland
Dr. Pirjo Jukarainen, Researcher, Tampere Peace Research Institute
Juliette Touma, Public Information Officer at United Nations (views presented here
are Touma’s own personal views, not the views of the United Nations)
	Sidsel Aas, Independent Consultant, Norway

The second session of the day dealt with women’s
role in peace mediation. Chairperson Terhi
Nieminen-Mäkynen told of the work of The 1325
Network Finland and chaired the session, Dr. Pirjo Jukarainen analyzed Security Council Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security and the
contents of the Finnish National Action Plan to
implement the resolution. Independent Cosultant
Sidsel Aas shed light on the Norwegian Action Plan, which puts special emphasize on inclu
ding women in peace negotiating delegations. Public Information Officer Juliette Touma told about her personal experiences working in Libya as part of a UN humanitarian team.
Terhi Nieminen-Mäkynen opened the Women and Peace Mediation session by going
through some of the milestones of The 1325
Network Finland. She then gave two entry
points to the session. She stated that generally UN member states, as well as peace teams
appointed by international organizations, are failing to include women in peace mediation tables.
She also raised the question of whether it would
make a difference if women were participating in
peace negotiations and peace mediations, or are
the peace talks still only for armed leaders, who
are not really seeking a comprehensive peace.
Responding
to
Nieminen-Mäkynen,
Sidsel
Aas from her part agreed that women in general are
not involved in official peace talks, and this can be
seen in many countries. At the same time, women are
organized outside of the formal peace talks. So, we
know that women are able to talk and to get together,
in spite of diversity relating to religion and culture for
example. Therefore, would it make a difference if wo11

men would be part of peace mediation talks, Aas challenged. She also stated that when involved in peace
talks, women tend to bring other topics to the table,
such as social, educational and health issues and these “soft issues” change the climate of the peace talks.
Dr. Pirjo Jukarainen began her presentation by pointing out that she is talking not only as a researcher,
but also as a woman who wants to gain power. She
mentioned that she has to combine different roles
in her life as she is, for instance, active in municipal politics, a wife and a mother of three children.
Jukarainen explained that the Security Council Resolution 1325 was aimed at four objectives:

1. 	The foremost goal was to increase
participation of women in peace processes.
2. 	Adding gender perspective in peace
negotiations, military peace keeping, DDR 		
processes, and refugee policies.
3.

Women and girls should be protected as 		
civilians from war crimes, including
genocide, rape, sexual abuse, and also
efforts should be made to catch the
offenders of these crimes.

4. 	The Secretary General was requested to 		
study and report on the impact of conflict 		
on women and girls and the role of women in
the peace processes.
	In sum, this means more women around peace
tables, more gender issues in peace 			
talks, and more civilian protection 			
after the peace settlement.

According to Jukarainen, the Finnish National Action Plan on Resolution 1325 is tackling on following
three issues: gender balance, gender lenses, and
gender sensitivity. This provides us with three different perspectives on gender and women. If one is a
so-called liberal thinker – thinking that men and women are the same and equally capable of everything
– then one can emphasize the balance perspective.
If one prefers the structuralist idea that we
have to understand how conflicts in general are
gendered, then one uses the gender lenses.
The third perspective is a more feminist way of
thinking, as it sees women and girls as more vulnerable than men. In Jukarainen’s opinion, both
men and women are vulnerable in conflicts,
and men’s victimhood should also be emphasised
more in respect to, for instance, sexual violence.
Furthermore, she mentioned that the three
aforementioned perspectives can also be a
handicap as they can sometimes compete.
Norway launched its National Action Plan a few
years ahead of Finland, in 2006, and according to
Sidsel Aas wrote it in haste and rushed it through.
Due to this the plan was perhaps a bit too general, she said. However, in 2010 it was decided
that the plan should be more strategic, highlighting some important issues and also issues where Norway might be able to make a difference.
Norway encourages women’s participation in peace
talks and negotiations and is now developing a strategy to have more women as peace mediators. By

Pirjo Jukarainen. Picture: Anna Nuotio

law, international delegations have to include at
least 40 percent women in Norway. Aas also highlighted some of the challenges of implementation: For instance, when people are recruited to be
members of delegations, they often come from
diplomatic backgrounds, and some complain that
there are not enough female diplomats and thus
suitable women to be found. Furthermore, when
12

”Norway encourages women’s
participation in peace talks and
negotiations and is now developing
a strategy to have more women as
peace mediators. By law,
international delegations have to
include at least 40 percent women in
Norway.”
-Sidsel Aas

Terhi Nieminen-Mäkynen. Picture: Anna Nuotio

putting together delegations, one should be looking for people with different expertises to ensure
that the delegation has all the expertise needed.
In order to make a change, women need confidence and peer support, emphasised Jukarainen. She listed several important gender issues in
negotiation tables, especially now that new
societies and new rules are emerging following the phenomenon of “Arab Spring”:
Respect for the human rights of women and girls,
particularly as they relate to the constitution; the
electoral system and whether quotas should be
used; security sector and the urgent need for female
police officers; and finally the rule of law, especially
marriage laws, inheritance laws, land ownership issues, and laws on domestic violence.
On the other hand, Jukarainen mentioned that war
and conflict are also opportunities to change gender
roles, especially for young and educated women.
Their young male peers might also support the change. Like some other speakers in the conference, she
reminded that the time period for change is often very
narrow, when for instance reforming the constitution.

Juliette Touma told about
”the major handicap of
her personal experiences of working in libya as resolution 1325 is the fact that it
part of a UN humanitarian
is about women, peace and
team. Libya is not a “typisecurity, when it should be about
cal” African country, and
women, men, peace and security.
therefore a lot of research
the key issue is
was required to ensure a
involvement of men.”
correct response to the
-pirjo Jukarainen
situation. Touma also debated the difficulty to talk
about peace mediation in a country where there was
still fighting going on at the time of the conference –
when, exactly, is a good time to talk about mediation?
When Touma asked people what they think about
women and Libya, the first thing that often came
to mind was Iman al-Obeidi. Many remember her
as the woman appeared in a Tripoli hotel full of foreign journalists and declared that she had been raped by 14 members of Muammar Gaddaﬁ's men.
Footage of her was played over and over again in international media, and in the words of Touma, she
seems to be the only prominent image of Libyan women in the news during the war. Libyan women were
in general seen as victims. This is what happens in a
crisis situation, but strikingly, the voices of these women were largely absent; someone else was speaking
for them, not necessarily on their behalf. The war was
obviously taking place on the ground, but it was also
largely taking place in press conferences and on TV
screens. According to Touma, one quote often heard
from both sides was “They invaded our cities, looted our homes and raped our women.”
It was always this addition of “raped our wo
men”, which can be easy propaganda, whether it took place or not, Touma pointed out.
With respect to war, Sidsel Aas raised the issue
of weapon industry. For instance, Norway has
been part of many peace talks in many countries, but at the same time Norway sells weapons.
When talking about security and peace, we also
need to talk about the other side: the weapon industry. These two issues cannot be separated.
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Discussion
A question was asked about whether there are any
tools to educate peace mediators. To this Sidsel Aas
answered that there are no specific tools. When
picking people for delegations, only diplomats are
chosen instead of looking for people with different
expertise. All delegation members should have
training before they start the work, she emphasized. Aas also clarified the practical dilemma that
exists in Norway: even though the official delegations should have at least 40 percent of either sex
by law, it does not mean that this happens in reality.
During the discussion, Aas also admitted that various stakeholders had such a lot of hope in Resolution
1325, but now she is becoming slightly cynical. She
mentioned, as one of the problems, how “money
talks”; how economic issues are often the most important ones. It takes time to change people’s minds,
and different systems and structures, yet this is such
an important matter that we are justified to become
slightly impatient, said Aas.
Both Aas and Jukarainen argued that Resolution
1325 is, or should be, not only about women, but
also about men taking a part in it. According to Pirjo
Jukarainen, the major handicap of Resolution 1325 is
the fact that it is about women, peace and security,
when it should be about women, men, peace and security. The key issue is involvement of men.

Picture: Matti Porre
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”Norway encourages women’s participation in peace talks and negotiations
and is now developing a strategy to
have more women as peace mediators.
By law, international delegations have
to include at least 40 percent women in
Norway. ”

iii session – Women’s economic empoWerment
Chair: Journalist leena reikko
Introduction: satu haapanen, Member of Parliament (The Greens), STETE´s board member
pauliina parhiala, Executive Director, Finn Church Aid
Dr. fatima roumate, Teacher – Researcher of Public Law at the University Mohammed V
Agdal – Rabat, Faculty of Law, Economics and Social Sciences, Morocco

The final session of the day concerned women’s economic empowerment. MP Satu Haapanen, Excecutive Director Pauliina Parhiala and Moroccan Researcher Fatima Rourmate presented the topic and put
forth perspectives on the societal and humanitarian
benefits of empowering women economically. It was
stated that economically empowering women enhances the implementation of universal human rights and
is an integral aspect of poverty alleviation. Improving
women’s economic standing also reduces corruption and promotes social welfare and environmental
sustainability. It was argued that women’s empowerment cannot be achieved without financial empowerment. Therefore, enhancing women’s economic
abilities and resources is an urgent policy priority.
Haapanen opened the session by stating that
labour and pay are unequally divided among
the sexes, as women still do 66 percent of the
work, and produce more than half of the food
in the world, but get only 10 percent of the sa
laries paid and own only 2 percent of the land. Illiteracy is also a huge issue impeding the financial empowerment of women. 600 million women are illiterate, making up 2/3 of
all illiterate people
in the world. It is no
surprise then, that
70 percent of the
world’s poor are
women. In Finland,
poverty
touches
elderly
women
most of all, women
who have lived
their lives as housewives and have
no proper pen-

sion to support themselves financially after their
husbands pass away. According to Roumate, more
than half of the women in Morocco are housewives and are thus without financial autonomy.
structural, societal injustices based on gender
norms are restrictive to women, as argued by Parhiala and Roumate. Customs and attitudes limit incomegenerating opportunities for women because traditional roles involving unpaid domestic work leave
little time for many women to participate in the labour
market. Poor women have limited access to childcare, which can lead to exclusion from certain sectors and roles. According to Parhiala, the lack of time
pushes women to occupations, such as vendors and
small farmers, where hours are flexible and incomes
small. Often, the decisions on the funds of the family
remain in the hands of men. Women may not see the
fruit of their labour, as a husband, father or son may
remain in control of the family’s finances. Women in
Finland are still not completely economically independent because their salaries remain lower than
men’s, and the full economical responsibility of the
children often falls on the mother after a divorce.

Satu Haapanen. Picture: Anna Nuotio
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Haapanen focused on the benefits of women’s economic
empowerment and stated that
advancing women’s economic
standing benefits society at large, as it promotes social welfare
and environmental sustainability. Women are more likely than
men to invest in their families,
children and the whole community. Gender equality also
enhances the implementation
of universal human rights and

”...emerging following the phenomenon of “Arab Spring”:
Respect for the human rights of women and girls, particularly
as they relate to the constitution; the electoral system and wheher
quotas should be used; security sector and the urgent need for female
police officers; and finally the rule of law, especially marriage laws, inheritance laws, land ownership issues, and laws on domestic violence.”

advances development goals, as argued by Parhiala.
Roumate provided an account on the econoIt was stated that ensuring women equal access to mic empowerment of women in Morocco. She
farming land leads to an increase in agricultural out- argued that women should be provided better
put. By reallocating jobs and resources such as fertili- means to reinforce their political autonomy and
sers to women, output would increase by at least 2-4 take part in decision-making. This autonomy
percent.
Thus, cannot be realized without financial autonomy.
e c o n o m i c a l l y In order to get a true view of women’s empoempowering wo- werment in a society, a perspective beyond
”The true social and men by addres- political involvement is needed, she stated.
cultural changes that sing the current
are needed in society production gap In 2003, the Moroccan Government began a
should begin both at could decrease process of judicial and institutional reform to
school and at home.” the hunger of mil- address the wide gap between men and wolions of people. men that still exists. In 2008, the rate of ac- Fatima Roumate
All in all, chan- tive women was just under 27 percent with
ge in the econo- more than half of the female population
mic roles would bring positive change in ot- being housewives. All 15 of the Presidents
her areas as well, Parhiala concluded. of Universities were and still are men, as are
all the Chamber of Commerce Presidents.
The central question of the session was raised by
Haapanen in her introductory speech: how can we An important judicial reform that has been
empower women economically? According to her, implemented by the government consisted of
education is important and we should encoura- establishing an electoral quota of 12 percent
ge young girls to express opinions and take risks in to women. Labour law reforms have given wotheir lives. Parhiala also advocated that education men the right to choose and practise a proand critical thinking can be an efficient tool in em- fession without their husband’s consent, and
powering women, arguing that each year of schooling increases a woman’s income by 15 percent on
average. Roumate on the other hand advocated that
the true social and cultural changes that are needed
in society should begin both at school and at home.
In addition to focusing on education, Parhiala strongly advocated that women have to be included in job
creation, have access to making laws, and enjoy property rights and sexual rights in order to become economically empowered. Because women’s voices and
roles as decision makers in the home and society are
often limited, women should simply have more say in
household issues, such as buying and selling assets.
16
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”there is a correlation between
political and
economic participation of women, because financial empowerment enables
access to the government and other positions of power.”
the latest labour code reform introduced a number
of clauses guaranteeing more security at work for
women, such as lengthening the maternity leave.
An important development has been the integration
of the gender aspect in all public policies since 2005
and mainstreaming gender in all policies since 2007.
The last decade has been transformational in regards to the institutionalization of equality between
the sexes and integrating the gender dimension
into public politics. The National Initiative of Human Development (NIHD), launched by HIM king
Mohamed VI, has been a central framework. One
of the main objectives of the initiative is to reinforce women’s participation in the socio-economic
development of the counry through reinforcing income generating activities for women.
However, in spite of all of the reforms and initiatives,
progress in the country has been slow. According

businessmen. Since the 1990’s, a large amount of
effort from the Moroccan civil society and international organizations has gone into the support of
women’s entrepreneurship, of which an example is
the Euro-Mediterranean conference organized in
2010 in Morocco, financed by the Finnish Embassy.
Roumate concluded that there is a correlation between political and economic participation of women,
because financial empowerment enables access to
the government and other positions of power. Local institutions are important and municipal level
gender training can contribute towards change. It
is also important to further develop social welfare
so that proper day-care can be provided. Women’s
financial empowerment is a central aspect of
women’s empowerment in society. In order to enable this, the true social and cultural changes need
to begin at home and in school, Roumate argued.
Discussion
The discussion that followed Roumate’s presentation highlighted that women cannot be considered as one group because there are differences,
for example, between the marginalisation of rural
women and that of urban women. To address the
marginalisation in society, we need empowered women who will empower their daughters and educate future generations of women. Women need
to encourage each other to bring about change.

Pauliina Parhiala. Picture: Anna Nuotio

to Roumate’s analysis, the efforts that have been
made are not enough to solve women’s poverty
and exclusion from the public sphere. Men and women are equal according to law but not in practice.
Judicial reforms are easy to make in comparison to true social and cultural change. Sociocultural limits still confine women to their homes or to feminized sectors and positions care
and education. The number of businesswomen
in Morocco is considered low compared to that of
17

Window of opportunity for change is now
The closing speech of the “North to North – Women
as Agents of Change” conference was delivered by
Minister for International Development Heidi Hautala from the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs. She
expressed her concern about the unfolding of the
Arab Spring in relation to women’s empowerment in
society. Women were among the prime movers and
shakers at the beginning of the numerous revolutions
that swept across the Arab world, but must now also
be involved in the process of constitutional reform.
This is the moment to improve women’s rights, and

”Rwanda is, because of the gender quotas, the country that has most female
members of parliament, not Finland or Sweden.”
we have to hope that the window of opportunity for use of quotas to boost the number of women legislachange will not close before reforms are achieved. tors. Even though there are many ways to empower
women, it is important to look at law enforcement:
Why have women been less employed at a high level how the gender aspects are realized in law enforcethan men? We have to look at the conditions where ment, and to train judges to use their “gender glasses”.
this has taken place: the choices that have been made It is also vital to make sure that gender is at heart of
in schools, choices that have limited women’s options MDGs, and a gender perspective should be incorpoto study. In the public sector the situation is perhaps rated into all policies and planning processes. In Finmore equal, but in the private sector old traditions nish administration, this is starting to take place, as all
and discriminatory practises prevail. Often in spite the ministries have been encouraged and demanded
of legislation that is supposed to prevent discrimina- to mention the most important gender equality and
tion and promote equality. Besides being a human gender projects in their domain. Still more training is
right, gender equality makes economic sense as well.
Despite the slowly changing roles of men in families, women in both Norths have traditionally
played the role of providing security for the family.
At the same time, women still tend to carry out the
role of guardian of traditional values and customs,
and are expected to pass them on to the next generation. On the other hand, the strong roles women play at the domestic and private level are not
coupled, at all, with their participation in the public sphere. According to Millennium Development
Goals’ (MDG) follow up statistics, globally women
occupy only 18-19 percent of seats in parliaments.
Gender quotas work: competent women all of a
sudden, almost out of nowhere, become visible
and can then show how much they can contribute to the society and to the lives of everyone
in the society, not only other women. It is to be hoped that the political forces in North Africa and Middle East would look at how successful these methods
have been. For instance, Rwanda is, because of the
gender quotas, the country that has most female members of parliament, not Finland or Sweden.
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) is a valuable tool; it is imperative that conventions like this are
also incorporated into national legislation. Women’s
rights should thus be guaranteed at the constitutional level. Moreover, some of the recommendations in
UN Women’s new publication “In pursuit of justice”
include support to women’s legal organizations and
18
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needed for the ministries, along the lines of Sweden.
We need to increase common understanding between “our” world and the Arab world. There still
remains room for improving women’s rights whilst
our two Norths are becoming increasingly interdependent, Minister Heidi Hautala concluded.
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SPEAKER PROFILES
Ms. Henna Virkkunen is the Minister of Public Administration and Local Government. She is the vice chairperson of the National Coalition Party and the chairperson of Nytkis – The Coalition of Women’s Associations. She has been a member of the Finnish Parliament since 2007 (National Coalition Party). In 2008–2010
Virkkunen was the Minister of Education and Science. Virkkunen has a Licentiate in Philosophy and she has
published various articles on women, journalism and politics.

Ms. Leena Reikko studied journalism in Stockholm, graduating in 1987. She has lived in Istanbul, Beirut
and Jerusalem between 1990 and 2006; during these years she also visited Syria and Iraq regularly. She has
always worked as a freelance journalist, and, when based in the Near East, she reported regularly for YLE,
the Finnish Broadcasting Company. In 2006 Leena Reikko moved back to Finland, continuing her work as a
freelance journalist in her home country.

Ms. Lilia Labidi is the Minister of Women Affairs of Tunisia. Ms. Labidi holds a doctorate in psychology (1978)
and a PhD in anthropology (1986), at the University of Paris VII. She has been an anthropologist and lecturer
in clinical psychology at the Faculty of Human Sciences of Tunis. She is the author of numerous books and
articles on sexuality, violence against women, oral history of the pioneers of the feminist movement and the
development of Tunisian women’s rights in the Arab world. Ladidi has organized several national and international seminars on medical practices and health of women, women’s rights, women and science, and the
participation of women in conflict resolution. In addition, she has lead a national research program on public
morality in the world and in Africa. She has been a lecturer at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton
University and NJ Woodrow Wilson International Center at the University of Washington, DC. She has also
been an active member of the Association of Tunisian Women for Research on Development (AFTURD).

Mr. Tuomo Melasuo is a Professor of Peace and Conflict Studies, as well as Research Director of Tampere
Peace Research Institute (TAPRI), University of Tampere, Finland. Melasuo is specialized on North America
and the Mediterranean world particularly since the 19th century, and has been active in Euro-Mediterranean
relations. Melasuo is a member of many scientific, cultural and civil society bodies in this field, including the
Advisory Council of the Anna Lindh Foundation for the Dialogue between Cultures, the steering committees
of the Euro-Mediterranean Forum of Economic Institutes and of Sihmed and Vice-President of the Management of Social Transformation project at UNESCO, representing Western Europe and North Africa. Currently
he is concentrating on socio-economic evolutions and on their importance on political and cultural relations
in Euro-Mediterranean relations.

Ms. Helena Ranta, before retiring, was Professor and Forensic Odontologist at the Department of Forensic
Medicine at the University of Helsinki. She has been a leader and team member of international teams of forensic specialists in a number of places including Nepal, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, Cameroon, Peru, Iraq,
and Chechnya. She has been awarded honorary professorship by the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru
and honorary membership of the Finnish Association of Forensic Archaeology and Anthropology. Professor
Ranta is chairperson of the National Committee for UN Women in Finland.
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Ms. Johanna Pakkanen is the Secretary General of Nytkis – The Coalition of Finnish Women’s Associations.
Pakkanen has a Licentiate in Philosophy, women’s studies.

Jasmine Roman is an independent activist. She is also an alumni in the Young Leaders Visitors Program in
Sweden on Social Media and Leadership for Positive Change. She is voluntarily writing under a pseudonym
for an intercultural magazine, made by a network of journalists from the MENA and the EU. In addition, she
co-founded a debate club in the British Council in Damascus to promote international dialogue and various,
sometimes controversial, topics. She has actively participated in several conferences and trainings relevant
to democracy, human rights, international dialogue, civil society organizations, leadership, and social media.

Ms. Maj Britt Theorin is a former member of the European Parliament, where she served, amongst other
things, as chairperson of the Committee on Women’s Rights and Equal Opportunities. Prior to this, she was
a member of the Swedish Parliament. Theorin has devoted her political life to disarmament, social justice
and the advancement of women. She has been chairperson of the World Women Parliamentarians 1985–86
and president of Parliamentarians for Global Action since 1995. She chaired the Swedish Disarmament Commission 1982–91, the UN’s Commission of Experts on Nuclear Weapons 1989–90 and the UN’s Expert Committee on the Reallocation of Military Spending to the Environment 1990–91. Theorin is the chairperson of
Operation 1325. She holds an honorary doctor’s degree at the University of Gothenberg.

Ms. Marianne Laxén has worked, amongst other things, as Head of Gender Equality Unit of the Swedish
Government, Senior Advisor on Gender Equality Questions, Nordic Council of Ministers, Political Secretary
in the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health of the Finnish Government and Secretary General of the Social
Democratic Women. She has been all her life active in the peace movement, is currently chair of Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom, Finnish Section, and Member of the Board, Kvinna till Kvinna
in Sweden.

Ms. Terhi Nieminen-Mäkynen, M.A. (Pol.Sc.) is a former member of the Finnish Parliament. She has,
amongst other things, worked in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Finland and for the UN in Kosovo, Timor
Leste and Afghanistan. She has been mentoring the Governments of Kosovo, Macedonia and Moldova in the
Counter-Trafficking of Human Beings Programmes. She has also been promoting women’s rights for decades
via her voluntary work for UNIFEM/UN Women. She is currently chairing the 1325-Civilian Society Network
and is Co-Chairperson of KATU, Civil Society Conflict Prevention Network in Finland.
Dr. Pirjo Jukarainen is a Senior Researcher at the Tampere Peace Research Institute, and an Adjunct Professor of Regional Studies at the University of Tampere, Finland. Prior to her recent academic interest in gender
issues and peace building, her research has dealt mainly with regional identity questions and post-Soviet
development in North-West Russia. Dr Jukarainen is member of the governmental 1325 Steering Committee
of the Crisis Management Centre Finland (CMC Finland), and also an active member of the Finnish 1325-network.
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Ms. Juliette Touma has been serving with the United Nations in the occupied Palestinian territory, Iraq and
Libya since 2003. Prior to joining the UN she worked in the field of media and public relations at a number of
Palestinian cultural organisations. Touma has a Masters of Arts with Merits from the University of London,
School of Oriental and African Studies where studied the performance and representation of the Palestinian leadership in the foreign media. She is an award winner of the Chevening Scholarship from the British &
Commonwealth Office. Touma has just finished a special deployment where she was Special Assistant to the
Humanitarian Coordinator for Libya covering Libya and the North Africa region.

Ms. Sidsel E. Aas is an independent consultant in the area of international women’s and gender issues. She
has been Head of Information for the Norwegian umbrella organization Forum for Women and Development. She is currently engaged by the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces and by The
Norwegian Peace building Centre. In recent years she has focused on the UN Security Councils resolutions on
women, peace and security. In 2010 she was also a consultant to the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in writing an annex to the Norwegian Action Plan on UNSCR 1325.

Ms. Satu Haapanen is a member of the Finnish Parliament from the Green party and STETE’s board member.
She has an extensive experience from local governance of the Oulu region in Northern Finland where she is
the chair person of the Organisation of Green Women of Oulu-region. Haapanen is a member of the Agriculture and Forestry Committee, Education and Culture Committee and the Finnish Committee for Nordic Council. She holds a Masters degree in education and has worked as a school teacher prior to her political career.

Ms. Pauliina Parhiala is Executive Director of Finn Church Aid. Prior to her current position, she was head of
the international work of FCA. She has, amongst other things, worked as Executive Director of Crisis Management Initiative CMI, as a researcher at Helsinki University and as Secretary General of Finnish Youth Cooperation – Allianssi.

Ms. Fatima Roumate is a specialist in international and European economic law. She wrote her doctoral dissertation at the Cadi Ayyad University on the challenges of the Moroccan technological development policy.
Today Roumate is a teacher-researcher of public law at the University Mohammed V in Morocco. Roumate
specializes in planning, management and evaluation of research and development projects, particularly
in the economic, social and cultural development areas including international cooperation. Roumate has
worked as a national cordinator of income-generating activities at the Federation of the Democratic League
for Women’s Rights FLDDF (Foundation for Solidarity Action) and as a General Director of the Mediterranean
Association of Active Women.

Ms. Heidi Hautala is a long term Green politician. As a member of the Finnish government she is responsible
for development policy and cooperation and the government’s ownership steering. Before this post she has
been a member of the European Parliament in 1995–2003 and 2009–2011 and a member of the Finnish Parliament in 1991–1995 and 2003–2009. During her second tenure in the European Parliament, Hautala was
the chairperson of the parliament’s Subcommittee on Human Rights and was in charge of the parliament’s
human rights policy in external relations. During her political career Hautala has spoken strongly for human
rights, transparency, environmental responsibility, gender equality and global justice.
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organisers
STETE - The Finnish Committee for European Security was established in 1970 to support the
initiative for the Conference for Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE, today the OSCE). The committee brings together a broad variety of Finnish groups and organisations: all leading political parties,
diplomats, media, the trade union movement, women's, youth, and NGOs. Its executive committee
consists of representatives of leading political parties. STETE organises annually several seminars and
conferences and publishes different publications related to the security politics. STETE has coordinated the work of the Nordic-Baltic-Russian the Nordic Forum for Security Policy since the late 1980´s.
www.stete.org

NYTKIS - The Coalition of Finnish Women´s Associations was founded in 1988. NYTKIS is a co-operation forum for women´s associations and it works for the advancement of women, de facto gender equality
and social justice. NYTKIS is a watchdog for women´s righs: monitors legislation, decision making and research
and responds to political decision making and social issues from women´s point of view. The objectives of
NYTKIS are to achieve equality between women and men, to end women´s discrimination and to promote
realisation of human rights. NYTKIS brings together women´s associations from several key sectors of society, e.g. from the political and research sectors. NYTKIS has, as its members, the women´s associations of all
the political parties represented in Parliament, as well as three politically unaffiliated women´s associations.
www.nytkis.org

1325 Network Finland, established in 2006, is an open network which is made up, on the one hand,
of organizations that work for the promotion of human rights and equality, and, on the other hand, of
independent members of the academia. The organizations that belong to the Finnish 1325-network are:
UNIFEM Finland, the Finnish League for Human Rights; Amnesty International’s Finnish Section; KATU,
the Civil Society Conflict Prevention Network; The Family Federation; The Feminist Association Unioni;
NYTKIS, The Coalition on Finnish Women’s Associations; the National Council of Women in Finland, the
UN Association of Finland, the Crisis Management Initiative; the YWCA, Young Women’s Christian Association and Women Journalists in Finland, the Finnish Section of Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom, WILPF, Zonta District 20, Finn Church Aid, and Africarewo.
www.1325.fi

